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Summary of Results

Sample Transactions

Cyber Security Investigated

Below is the summary of responses to

33 indicated they ask agents for a

24 indicated they have conducted an

Demotech’s data request. The results

sample of their work, such as a

independent investigation of actual or

of this request are as of June 30, 2020

commitment and a policy, and then

potential cyber security risks within

and pertain to only 40 regional Title

complete an independent review of

the last year.

underwriters.

the agent’s work.

Frequency of Agent Review

Agency Application Process

Background and Credit Checks

18 indicated they conduct an agent

37 underwriters indicated that they

31

have a formal or distinct process for

background check of potential agents.

35 indicated they conduct an agent

reviewing

agencies

prior

to

indicated

they

conduct

a

review on a monthly basis.

31 indicated they conduct a Google

review on an annual or bi-annual

appointment.

search of potential agents, while 30

basis.

Verification of Licensing

indicated they conduct a credit check

27 indicated they conduct agent

an

of potential agents.

reviews with a committee.

an

Bonds and E&O Coverage

Software Corporate Policy Issuance

28 indicated they currently have a

26 indicated they use proprietary

an

crime bond to protect policyholders in

software or third party software to

an

the event criminal activity (such as

monitor agency activity.
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indicated

independent

they

require

verification

of

individual agent’s license.
37

indicated

independent

they

require

verification

of

individual agency’s license.

agent theft, computer fraud, forgery,

Committee Review of Appointment

burglary, etc.) is discovered.
a

31 indicated they currently have a

committee review of the potential

fidelity bond to protect policyholders

agent.

in the event fraudulent acts are

31

indicated

they

conduct

Escrow Review
37 indicated they examine the agent’s
latest escrow reconciliation.
31 indicated they check the balance of
the escrow accounts of the appointed
agents at least quarterly.

2

discovered.
27 indicated they currently require a
surety bond.

25 indicated they have a specific
corporate

policy

on

mediation

procedures in the event a defalcation
or escrow theft is discovered.
27 indicated they conduct these
mediation

procedures

with

a

conduct

a

committee.

34 indicated they currently require
Errors and Omissions coverage on
agents in the event errors or omissions
are discovered.

Mediation Procedures

Probability Review
29

indicated

they

probability review of its agency base.
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Overall, the aggregate results of

Regarding supplemental information,
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Interpretation of Results
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potential agencies prior to writing
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Regardless
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each
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underwriter.
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and updated accordingly.
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robust enhancements are necessary to

conduct a periodic reconciliation of
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escrow.

For further context, this annual study

assignment of Financial Stability

probability review of their agency

of

Ratings® (FSRs) for Demotech.

base.

defalcation prevention information is

73 percent conduct a
Demotech recommends that

agency
the

appointment
overall
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Analyst, supports the formulation and

and

those regional Title underwriters that

part

have not conducted reviews do so as

Demotech conducts on each rated
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In fact,
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monitoring
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